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First of all, thank you Robert Browning for your response, you are the most articulate of the replies so far, well done. Just tried to watch Razor first, but did not get to it yet, cause for what I read and decided not to watch it before Season 3. The topic is of course interesting, and as you say it would have been terrible to the story, but also most of the narrative would have been lost if it were mid-season. So is just my opinion.I really don't like watching something on screen, cause it reminds me of my old days, all the time thinking I will come
one day and just forget where I left. I was commenting in the beginning that I'm not really sensitive, but I do try to spend quite time watching each episode, for me it's more or less a job. I have to make sure I can hear what is going on, but to keep in mind, that there are quite a few things I have to keep in mind, so I don't sit there and keep forgetting. I have watched most of the previous seasons of BSG, going back about 2-3 years. I never miss any episodes, not even episode 1 of each season. I'm like a dog with a bone. What I did do

however was looking for any comment from each episode and to compare those comments with the previous one, if there is a spoiler or something like that and if there is a comment I would not want to see on previous episodes when watching a new one. This of course can be a pain in the ass, cause if you find a spoiler you would have to restart the whole thing over again. Just a way to make sure you get the most out of this. I now will stop for the time being. No point me jumping every two episodes. I will however, comment as far as I feel
that I could have spoiled something, or let something slip, but not too much to spoil the rest of the show. After watching Razor I will let you know what I think.Thank you Robert. How did you manage with the trailers. Really appreciate you answer.
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I am a huge fan of the BSG and I am one of the people who has their own Youtube channel. I have been wanting to go through the webisodes, and I finally did. I wish I had known about you before I had started. But thank you! Episodes 1 and 2 of Razor's first half are in my book, the best. The first for the obvious reason of it being an awesome
pilot, second for the fact it's so easy to skip through it...due to "realistic" scenes of death and depravity. (And who doesn't like Unrealistic violence!) Many fans complain of the violence in BSG but the first episode of Razor really is one of the few, if not the only, episode of BSG that really pushes the envelope in terms of violence. It's the only

episode where I find myself really not understanding why people keep watching. For the first time, the Cylons move beyond brutally "murdering" and start to function almost like something regular people would come up against and lose...it's that they can't get out of their bodies. Which is something I do still get a kick out of. Hell, their ships are
just a bunch of men "inside" themselves. This led me to believe that the writers knew the fleet would take off sometime and they were left to their own devices as to how they would get there. At the end of the first half, Cally gets nailed to the Cross when she should have been killed in episode 1 - a very real and very poor, if not at all evil,

murder...all they needed to do was give her internal organs a chance to regenerate (she's a Cylon after all) and they would have gotten out of Pegasus alive to return to the fleet. But it's all for show...for all their strength, the Cylons are nothing more than a bunch of ramblings inside a ship's systems...which is what Cally kept whispering - "They're
not supposed to be here! " 5ec8ef588b
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